
Fall Title Design 

This is a cutaway file as well as a Topper Frame to make a card.  It is sized for 8.5 by 11 inch cardstock.  If you want 

to make a smaller card you can resize this design smaller by 25% which will still cut out fine.  My assumption is that 

you will add your own fold line (dashed line) or score the card yourself.  This design is also great for scrapbooking 

pages.  If you need this bigger then this design works great. 

There are 3 layers to this file.  Layer one allows you to add color to the leaves which can enhance your card or 

embellishment.  The leaves are not all identical.  Therefore when cutting these out please cut them out exactly as  

the arrangement in the file so you can easily identify what leaf goes on top of Layer Two.   Layer Two is the Fall 

Title and pumpkins design.  Layer Three is the background for the pumpkins.    

 

Special Tips: 

You must use good blades and a good mat (must be tacky to keep pieces from moving while cutting) for this 

design.  The swirl is really fragile so care must be taken when removing it from your mat.  Never use your fingers to 

remove my designs from the mat.  Always use a very thin spatula or a needle punch tool to lift the design off while 

keeping the design flat.  If you lift with your fingers the design will bend and cause creases in the vines.  By using a 

needle or a needle punch tool starting from the edges first and then moving toward the center while keeping the 

design as flat as possible, you should be very successful.  Also my recommendation is to use 60Lb card stock or 

greater.  However, if your machine cuts great then you can try different weights.  I personally have cut this design 

out using regular paper stock.  The reason I recommend 60lb card stock is because it will be sturdier and will hold 

up to more handling of the design while putting it together. 

 

 

 


